On A Great Journey
With Feelix
Your Colouring And Riddle Book

Here Comes Feelix
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Connect The Numbers
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But now I am
curious how quickly
you will have the
solution!

A boat trip on the sea is a real adventure. The wind whistles and blows
the sails. The sun stings hotly from the sky and the birds hiss over the
waves and snatch a fish now and then. But what does Feelix do when it gets too
hot or cold and wet? Don’t worry! Clever Feelix knows what to do.
Webasto is on board, of course, and its air conditioning system makes sure there are
pleasant temperatures in the boat cabin.
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Do you want to know what Feelix is watching so intently from the edge of the boat?
Then connect the numbers in the picture in the correct order.
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Feelix is the best travel companion you can imagine!
When you’re on the road with him, it’s never boring. In this coloring book
he takes you into his Webasto world. You’ll be amazed, what
great things there are to discover when the two of you go
Hello, are you ready?
Then the ride
on a great trip: for example, sledding in the mountains,
starts now!
going by boat, or driving out into nature in your fancy
new electric car... All you need are some colored pencils
and a desire to puzzle and guess. That’s all we want to
reveal for the moment. See for yourself and let us
surprise you.
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Put The Pictures In The Right Order
What is the most beautiful thing about winter?
Sledding, of course. Feelix is very excited, because today is the day.
But slow down, Feelix! A trip to the snow must be well prepared.
And don’t forget to turn on the parking heater in your car in time.
Then it’s nice and warm in the car when you set off.

Thank you!
Without your help,
the sledding would not
have worked.

You can help Feelix put his day in order. Write the letters of the pictures
in the correct order in the row of boxes and find out what Feelix will dream
about the next night.
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Find The Errors In The Image
Feelix loves skating. How enthusiastically he conjures up his curves and turns on the ice!
And when he has done enough circling, jumping and skating and gets back into the car,
clever Feelix doesn’t have to freeze. Because the parking heater has done a great job and
welcomes him with cozy warmth.
Take a closer look at the two pictures of Feelix. In the right picture, there are ten tiny mistakes.
Can you find them?
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Feelix Learns How An Electric Car Works

Find The Wallbox

Feelix is happy. He gets to take a test drive in an electric car. Now he knows everything
about electric cars. They no longer need a fuel tank, just a powerful battery. It is
charged with electricity from the wall socket. It’s particularly easy to do this with your
own wallbox at home - something Feelix really likes, because he likes it convenient.
But what he finds coolest of all is that the electric car is so environmentally friendly
and drives so quietly that it no longer scares the animals on the side of the road.

Feelix just can’t get enough of driving the electric car.
He drives and drives and drives...
Oh darn, the battery is almost out of power!
Where is the nearest charging station?
Which charging station is the right one for the
electric car? Help Feelix through the maze.

Which Vehicle Is The Right One?
Feelix wants to buy a new vehicle for his work.
At the dealer, the selection is huge. There are all kinds of working
and other vehicles. Oh dear, how is Feelix supposed to find the right
one for his work among all the vehicles?
You can certainly help Feelix find the right vehicle!

Can you imagine
what kind of work
you need all these
vehicles for?

Paint The Summer
Ice, snow and bitter cold: Feelix is snug and warm in his tractor in winter.
And in summer? It’s nice and cool in the driver’s cab! Clever Feelix can
make himself comfortable in the tractor in any weather.
Make Feelix happy and paint the summer! The right side of the
picture is already waiting to finally be painted colorfully.

Find Feelix
Feelix plays their favorite game with
his friends: hide and seek. He’s pretty
good at it, as you can see.
Where is he, anyway?

Haha!
You’ll never find me!
Want to bet??

Answers
You want to know if you found the right solution to the different puzzles?
You’ll find it here. We hope you enjoyed the ride and the puzzles with Feelix!

Look carefully:
Where is Feelix hiding?
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SLEDDING

You can find Webasto in many countries!

Webasto Thermo & Comfort SE
Postfach 1410
82199 Gilching
Germany

webasto-comfort.com

